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Overseas trade to Novashan 

collapses.

By: Samuel Featherbottom

With the continued war and 

general halt to trade within the 

Principality, the overseas trade 

has fallen off steeply.  With 

goods not moving to the trade 

port of Bandor Nogoth traders 

from the empire see no reason to 

make port there.  The destruction 

of Tarn has eliminated the main 

conduit for seaborne trade with 

the kingdom and, as it was a 

major channel of trade between 

the kingdom and the empire, its 

ruin has also removed a reason 

for imperial ships to stop in the 

principality on the way to or 

from that port.  This massive 

reduction in trade has severely 

impacted revenues both for the 

principality and the Barony of 

Brisbane.  

Benevolence

By Lotharn Bluequil

What is benevolence – an 

act intending or showing kindness 

and good will. 

It seems the criminal Robin 

the Mad is the one responsible 

for the people that have come up 

missing around Crossroads and 

Ilveresh. After his escape from 

the gallows of Crossroads, he 

spent the winter months 

Kidnapping these families holding 

the old, young and weak hostage 

then forcing the fit members of 

the families to be his bandits. 

A group of heroes from 

Ilveresh tracked down these 

miscreants and stopped their 

thieving ways. Using much 

restraint the heroes captured 

them alive and brought them 

back to Crossroads for justice. 

(Benevolence, Cont.)

The magistrate and Caption 

Macon after interrogating the 
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prisoners came to the 

realization what had happened 

to these people and were 

horrified. 

Even though the law states 

that those convicted as bandits 

are to be hung at the gallows 

till dead they put a temporary 

hold on the executions till they 

could speak with Sir Morus and 

ask for his wisdom in this matter. 

Sir Morus with the council 

of Sir Kyle decided that 

benevolence was in order for 

true justice to be served in this 

case.  The prisoners now serve Sir 

Kyle in the army under his 

command and their farms 

confiscated. They shale serve Sir 

Kyle for an undetermined amount 

of time till their crimes have 

been paid for, after which they 

will be freed and their lands 

returned.

 

Brenn Holds Against Attack

By: William Tyr

Sources in and near Brenn 

report that it has held against 

an attempt to retake it.  Our 

sources claim that the attack 

was led by Sir Morus Lextant, a 

senior Knight of the Thistle, and 

a band of volunteers, but was 

repulsed by the forces of the 

Shadow holding Brenn.  Those 

within the walls at Brenn have 

been treated fairly, and the 

casualties on both sides were 

very light.  

Allowen Relieved

By: Jebb Smithe

Just a few days before we 

went to print, we received word 
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that Duke Cantor, in conjunction 

with Duke D'Kalin and Viscount 

D'Cather, have relieved the siege 

at Allowen.  Actual details are 

few, but it seems that another 

fight, to the south, was used as a 

feint to draw Shadowborn forces 

away from Allowen while Duke 

Cantor prepared a daring pre-

dawn raid on the bridge.  Despite 

the advantage of surprise, His 

Grace's casualties are said to be 

very heavy, and the Shadowborn, 

initially torn by confusion, 

rallied to their returning 

general, Shavaras Y'sar, and 

retreated in good order to the 

north, taking up pre-prepared 

positions along the road to 

Nightbourne.  More details as the 

Quill gets them. 

Wyvern Raid on Allowen Defeated

By: Moses Julius

Once again, the unknown 

men and women riding the winged 

horses, (called a Pegasus), came 

to the aid of the Princedom's 

forces.  Only a day after Duke 

Cantor's men broke the siege of 

Allowen in a day and half of 

bloody fighting, the enemy 

staged a daring night-time raid 

on Wyvern-back into the city.  

They were defeated by the 

pegasus riders, who fell on their 

formation from behind, fighting 

with short horse-bow, lances, and 

javelins.  With their help, the 

troops garrisoning Allowen, led 

by Sir Krieghund, managed to 

bring one of the Wyverns down, 

stranding a dozen Shadowborn 

troops inside the city.  The other 

wyverns escaped, but not without 

taking wounds and losing men.  

This time, the riders landed, 

and stayed, their leader, a 

woman with blond hair, asking in 
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rough Common to be taken to see 

the Duke.  

Unrest in Ilveresh 

By: Arn the Wanderer

With the changeover of the 

oppressive nobility being 

shuffled around like the 

proverbial pea under the walnut 

shell, more civil unrest has come 

to Ilveresh.  

The recently formed and 

chartered house of Bien AmEir, 

(pardon my spelling), was formed 

from members of the savage 

barbarians of Black Tooth and 

the previously elven household 

Out within the house has caused a 

fissure which seemed to cause the 

rebirth in the elven house of the 

Or-doo, a house once known for 

murder, extortion, sedition, 

assault, theft, and probably a 

host of other crimes which the 

house of Bien AmeIr has been 

whispered to partake in.  

The low born folk of 

Ilveresh are not amused by the 

prospect of another reign of 

terror introduced by another 

house of thug like half-breeds 

and humans.  Rumor has it that 

these new rabble rousers, if they 

truly are ne’er-do-wells, might 

be victims of vigilante justice if 

they pursue the path of blood 

and fear. One might wonder if 

they are allied with the 

Shadowborn…..Either way, when 

the heroes and other folks in 

Ilveresh have those in the Black 

and Gold to worry about, this 

does not bode well. 

CLASSIFIEDS

Wanted: 

Lore of All Types! OLDER THE 

BETTER!  preferably in written 

form.  Price to be determined 
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after the information has been 

discovered and authenticated.  

Seek out Nethir, formerly of Grey 

Haven, at the Tavern in 

Crossroads.

Missing:

Pet Raven and Pet Coyote, last 

seen entering the swamp east of 

Crossroads and Ilveresh.  If found 

please see Otis or Philo.

Wanted:

Any and all information 

regarding shooting and falling 

stars.

Seek out Nethir, formerly of Grey 

Haven, at the Tavern in 

Crossroads.

Personal:

Blacksmith seeks Bar Wench for 

carousing, profit, glory, and a 

Barony. 

Seek out Geoff in Fenrest.
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Out Of Character 

Section

Parking

To allow as many cars as 

possible to fit, please make an 

effort to park completely 

perpendicular to the driveway in 

the parking lot.

Sign-outs

Starting in January 2011, the 

deadline for turning in your GM 

Sign-out and Item Creation Forms 

will be 15 days after the end of 

each event.  The GM Staff 

members need the time between 

day 16 and the start of the 

following event to email 

responses, write modules, print 

tags, and brief NPCs.  Anyone 

that leaves their GM Sign-out 

blank, or does not submit a GM 

Sign-out, is assumed to spend a 

quiet couple of weeks in or near 

Ilvaresh.

Player Banks

Players may make one 

withdrawal from and one deposit 

to their Player Bank every 

event.  

Eligible players may also make 

one withdrawal from and one 

deposit to group or unit funds 

every event.

Enchanting Materials

Raw materials for enchantment-

grade and demi-enchantment 

grade items can no longer be 

purchased in Town.  This includes 

enchantment-grade steel, silver, 

and gold.

Many thanks to our contributing 

writers

Joe Guy

Travis Hamill

Craig Jarvis

Joseph  Lang
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Fred Sher

Feedback

If you have any questions, 

comments or concerns, please 

visit www.kanar.org and 

participate in the discussion on 

the Forums, or email the 

Boardmembers and Staff listed 

on the Contacts page.  We are 

available 20 hours a month, 8 

month a year to help you with 

your KGE-related problems.  

Thoughts from the GM

Throughout Weeklong 2011 the 

players were fantastic.  I tried 

some new things, and I learned a 

lot.  Mostly I learned to stick to 

the old things, because the new 

things did not work very well.  

Off the top of my head in an no 

discernable order:

For the Salamanders and Fire 

encounter, I should have put the 

Salamanders in orange tape, and 

the Fire NPCs in some other color, 

like red.

Agelong Night was rough, and I 

sympathize with the NPCs that 

spent half the night waiting for 

the PCs to show up.  Although it 

allowed us to better simulate 

each orc camp being fresh 

because the NPCs got downtime 

and the PCs did not, the boredom 

was palpable, and I think 

everyone for toughing it out for 

as long as possible.

Elves that finished the hunt, 

please email the GM and the CBD 

with what two spell immunities 

you would like.  They will turn 

off at midnight December 21st. 
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Rumors of a possible Winter 

Solstice One-day are wildly 

exaggerated.  True, but 

exaggerated.

Players are calling for more 

daytime encounters, more 

nighttime encounters, and all 

around more encounters.  

Concerns or complaints that 

arrive without an accompanying 

encounter, plot or module 

submission form are given a 

lower priority.  

Jes’ sayin’.

I am desperate for more writers 

and more people willing to run 

encounters.  The forms are on the 

website.  Download them, fill 

them out, email them to me, and 

I’ll approve, tweak, or reject 

them.  Kanar drags to a crawl at 

less than ten encounters per 

day, and Weeklong averaged six.  

Ergo, a lot of players sitting 

around bored.  

The roleplaying that I 

personally witnessed was 

phenomenal, but I attribute that 

to players pulling out their best 

material to show off in front of 

the Head Cheese.  (Great, now I’m 

head cheese.  Forget I wrote Head 

Cheese.  Pretend I wrote 

something profound and 

impressive.)

Keep up the good work.  The game 

needs more of everything, from 

props and garb, to cleaning and 

manual labor, to songs and 

stories.  If you notice a case of 

the doldrums, in yourself or 

another, things about what your 

character would do if bored, and 

go do that.

-CJ GM
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Port-a-johns:

All, During the summer months, 

the smell from the port-a-johns 

can be significantly reduced if 

people put the seat lids down 

after making use.  Please do your 

fellow members a favor and 

lower these lids.

Mosquitoes  

For those who want to help with 

the problem of the ever present 

vampire bugs, one of the easiest 

and cheapest things a player can 

do is to build and mount a bat box 

on the land.  When we originally 

bought the land, we placed many 

bat boxes on the land to help 

with the problem, earlier this 

year, one of the last boxes (on 

the tree next to the practice 

field) fell or was torn down.  

Over the years many others have 

succumbed to the elements.  

If you would like to help 

Kanar (and to maintain your own 

blood level) this site 

(http://www.eparks.org/wildlife_

protection/wildlife_facts/bats/

bat_house.asp) has a lot of 

information on the effects of 

bats on mosquito population and 

how to entice them to our land.  

Many of the plans for these 

boxes require an investment of 

$20 or less and are simple to 

construct.  Even if you cannot 

mount them yourself, if you build 

it and get it to the building and 

land director, he will be able to 

make use them.
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